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The Coalition

The Natural Capital Coalition was established by the natural capital 

community as a collaborative space to harmonize approaches and grow a 

supportive enabling environment for natural capital thinking. 

The Coalition represents almost 300 organizations.
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The Natural Capital Protocol is a 

standardized framework for business 

to identify, measure and value its direct 

and indirect impacts and dependencies 

on natural capital

Introducing the Protocol
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What does Capital´s approach provide?
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Example materiality matrix from the 
food and beverage sector guide
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Dependency pathway
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Enabling Environment
“The context needed to support the transition to a society in which natural 
capital approaches are an integral part of public and private decision making.”

‘Combining Forces’ a focal point to 

bring together national, local and 

business approaches to natural capital 

‘Government Dialogue’ a government 

led dialogue on their role in creating 

an enabling environment for natural 

capital approaches

‘Regional Platforms’ local 

collaboration connected through 

the global Coalition and building 

growth and application of natural 

capital thinking
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Combining Forces
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Government Dialogue: Activities and organizations

‘Government Dialogue’ a government led dialogue on their role in creating an enabling 

environment for natural capital approaches
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Why Natural Capital Regional Platforms? 

There is significant and visible momentum behind natural capital 

thinking now; not only from business but also other communities.

Across the world, groups are coming together to discuss progress, 

share experiences, and build next steps. 

The Natural Capital Coalition wants to support 

and encourage these conversations as a way to 

progress natural capital thinking across a 

diversity of contexts, and also so that the 

international community can learn from these 

aggregated experiences. 
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www.naturalcapitalcoalition.org

Join the Coalition

http://www.naturalcapitalcoalition.org/

